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Calendar of Events

A Mother’s Day Celebration
Pete Stach, Show Chair

y the time you read this we should be standing tall on the
risers, with our ears over our shoulders and singing to the
memory of our moms. Memory is the key word here, that
being the words to songs. This is a wordy group of songs that we are
singing, some tongue twisters, posing a great challenge to the Leads,
but what a wonderful sound it is when we strike the cords and put our
soul into the songs. Even Mamma’s has some clarity to it now as I
write. I relate to it having lived in Hill City for 26 years now and I see the
true cowboy and the words strike him well. I have not been turned yet,
and I like my position in the community just fine. As for a memory that
jogs my thoughts about my dearest mom, well nothing has moved me
yet, I just keep thinking about her standing at the kitchen sink looking
out the window on the farm with wonder, singing an Irish tune, asking, “How are things in Glacca Morra?” an old Irish ditty from her
Australian heritage of banished Irish decent. What I’m trying to say is
relate to every song that we sing and the mind will open to an order of
that song. A familiar everyday fact will imprint a passage of the song in
your mind and will open up other related paths to the end of the song. It
has helped me tremendously; maybe it is even influenced by my loving
mom who stands over me and my family to make sure I am on the right
path to bring me back to her. God, I hope she’s in heaven.
Our numbers have been light on Thursday nights. Yes, I understand
that the world does not spin around our barbershop singing and the
show, but please make every effort you can over the next month and a
half to get to the meetings and polish your part in this wonderful event.
We need to be solid as a group when that curtain opens up and there
they are, at the ready for us to entertain them. Clayton has brought us
a long way from where we have been in the decade plus that I have
sung with you guys. It is a wonderful thing he has done for this chorus
and he certainly epitomizes the Barbershopper of the Year for what he
has accomplished. I hope to reward him again with a polished product
that we are all proud of when we ring the last chord and the crowd
Continued on page 3
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Print off two copies
of this newsletter
to share—one with
your family and
one with someone
you are bringing to
a chapter meeting.
Let them know they
belong here!
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Chapter
quartets!

Black Hills Blend

Al Kelts, tenor
Alan Schulte, lead
Wayne Anderson, baritone
Pete Anderson, bass

High Mileage

David L’Esperance, tenor
Jim Olson, lead
Open baritone spot for rent
Del Beck, bass
The Mt. Rushmore Chapter and
the Shrine of Democracy Chorus
meet every Thursday evening at 7:00
p.m. Meetings and rehearsals are held
in the Performing Arts Center Choir
Room (through the South St. entrance)
in Rapid City. All guests are welcome.
All men are welcome to come sing with
us. For more information, call (605)
209-3701.

Birthday Celebrations

Visit us online at:

www.shrineofdemocracychorus.org

Pete Anderson
Rod Pfeifle
Scott Wagner
Wayne Anderson
Mark Burgad

April 5
April 15
April 16
April 18
April 28
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Embrace… continued from page 1

goes wild and we get the standing O for a job above
and beyond. I now know the rush from the feeling I
get when we put it on the line and the audience appreciates what we have sacrificed over the last five
months to get to the moment. Little do they know how
hard it is and how dedicated we have to be to get to
that moment. We all have chosen to do this because
we enjoy singing and I know there are men out there
that hear us who would love to join, but don’t have or
want to commit to the time. To me it is a way of life
and now that I have Linda trained to accept my way of
life and singing, it is all good. Just kidding dear. Your
support is everything to me and I couldn’t do it without
your support.
Last but not the least of things, by the time you get
this, we will be in the final run of getting the ads sold.
WE is us, and without us the chorus has little ammo
to go out and try to convince others that we are the
organization that they need to belong to. There are
many choices of clubs and organizations on the menu
for mid-thirties, forties and fifties to join. We can make
a difference if we all work together and get our product out there. It takes money and there is no denying
that it takes our will to recruit new members. We all
must do our part to bringing a new member into the
organization. Our greatest weapon is our singing and
how we present ourselves. We are a professional organization and that takes cash to present ourselves
in such a manner. Your ad sales make a difference of
whether we can afford to send a music teacher to Harmony U whose mind will be opened to our craft and
come back with our organization always in the back of
their mind and even choose a song that they heard at
the camps that we sponsor. We have many avenues
to travel down but singing and playing music is one
choice that will always stick with us and be useful and
pleasurable to our dying day. Tell that to a teenager
and they might get it, but if a music teacher tells them
the same story, they have a better appreciation for it
coming from their teacher. These are the inroads we
have to blaze a path through and we can only do that
the financial help we get from the spring show. I ask
all of you to “Embrace” this opportunity and make it
your best effort to sell $500 worth of ads. You can do
it. It is not easy. It takes courage, but imagine if we
had 60 guys on the risers all the time. How wonderful the sound, how wonderful the feeling we all could
have. “EMBRACE” it.

Pete
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Al Kelts
2017 President

T

hose folks attending the 2017
Awards Banquet will remember
the befuddlement of the winner of the third Spark Plug Award for
“Leadership in the SOD Chorus for
all the special things he does”—Scott
Wagner. Although Scott has only been
a member of the SOD Chorus for a relatively short time, his enthusiasm and
helpfulness have distinguished him.
So, what is Scott’s “story”?
During World War II, Scott’s dad met
his mom, an Army Nurse, and Scott’s
birth in 1944 ended her Army career.
Although Scott spent his very early
years in Duluth, Minn., he spent eight years in Minneapolis, from 4 to 12 years of age and then finished his
education in Birmingham, Mich., an executive community for Detroit. His dad worked for an advertising
company, McCann-Erickson, which handled the advertising for Buick cars. Scott notes that he had one
younger brother, 4½ years his junior and now an attorney with whom he has never “gotten along.”
In high school, Scott emulated his father and other
executives in Birmingham by functioning on several
“Steering Committees.” He ended up being a member
of every committee and helped plan and execute all
the school plays and musicals (singing in the chorus)
in his high school of 2,400 kids.
After graduation, he attended two different colleges
for one year each, possibly because he had a concept of learning that did not fit with those colleges’
concepts. Subsequently, his dad decided that he was
in not paying for more college tuition and Scott joined
the Navy, where he was trained as an Aviation Electronics Technician. His first assignment was on Guam
in the Marianas Islands. Never setting foot on a ship,
he became lead radar operator on a Super Constellation aircraft which flew into the heart of typhoons
as part of the Navy’s early weather warning system.
Scott describes this situation as: “You don’t have to
be crazy, but it helps to be a bubble off of plumb.”
After flying all over the Western Pacific, he achieved
the rank of E4 (3rd Class Petty Officer) and eventually ended up at the Naval Station on Woodby Island,
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Wash., where there was a great golf course and great
skiing! However, as his squadron prepared to return
to Vietnam, Scott applied to Michigan State and was
accepted (a year or so after Wayne Anderson).
Scott entered the Business Education Program for
12 straight quarters, receiving $240/month under the
GI Bill. In his first year, 1967, he had a blind date at
Christmas time with a third grade school teacher, Marie. Their courtship for the next few
months resulted in their wedding on 14
June, 1969 after his first year at Michigan State. Subsequently, he graduated in August 1970 with his BS degree
and then continued on, receiving his
MBA in 1971.
Scott’s first job was at the Continental Bank in Chicago. He observed a
vacant desk near his which belonged
to, but was never populated by, “good
ole Harry.” Scott learned that Harry
had worked for the bank for 40 years
when he was asked to arrange a retirement party for Harry. Scott describes a “come to
Jesus realization,” that you had to work at the bank
for 40 years to earn a party! At that moment he decided that “this dog was not going to hunt!” Thus began
his sojourn into the retail auto business:
• Scott’s first job was with the Credit Life Insurance
Company which sold life insurance to car buyers
with the idea that the insurance would pay for the
car if the owner died. Within three months he was
on the road selling plans.
• After two years, he became “bored” and began
working for a Ford dealership as finance manager
for insurance and credit.
• Two years later he saw an ad in the newspaper for
finance and sales manager at a Lincoln–Mercury
dealership and joined the staff.
• Next, Scott became general manager of a GMC
Truck Store which became the biggest truck dealership in the Midwest. (Interestingly, in the 1920s,
the founder of this dealership had driven trucks
with no doors and chain drive, down dirt roads on
hard rubber tires, and with a wood fire in a bucket
for heat.) Eventually, Scott became tired of working
80 hours per week, especially with the effect it had
on his family.
• In the 1980s, he became a Nuclear Medicine Computer Systems salesman, “about which he knew
nothing” but rapidly became wise thanks to books
and magazines. Apparently, the most important
requirement for dealing with doctors and hospitals
Continued on page 5
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Presidential Prattling continued from page 4
was a friendly disposition, not necessarily great
wisdom on the subject!
• Two years later, Scott began working in microcomputer systems for small business computers.
• After two more years, he became involved with
a company that manufactured optical fibers that
could be blown into hard-to-reach places. The usefulness of fibers for communication was realized
by Oprah Winfrey when she built her TV studio
in Chicago and wanted to communicate between
three buildings, as well as by the Federal Aviation
Administration and hospital programs for improved
communication.
• Throughout his adult years, Scott has been very
active in the Shriners as 32nd degree Mason in the
Scottish Rite. During that time he was, Commodore
of the Medina Shrine Mariners, Chair-man of
Endowments, Chairman of Computer Communication, and involved in “a lot of other stuff.” He is now
a member of the NAJA Shrine and the Cowboys
(hence his tendency to wear cowboy boots and a
Stetson).
But wait a minute, how did this Chicago guy get to
Rapid City, S.D.? Well, “the rest of the story” goes
like this… Marie and Scott produced one daughter,
Stephanie, who turned out to be very bright (no surprise) and also very talented musically. She played
the piano by the age of four, played a keyboard in
ninth grade, was president of the school choir, and,
in her senior year, was elected to the National Honor
Society. She then completed her four years at Milliken
Univ. with a dual major in vocal music and studio management. Her strong desire to become a broadcaster
resulted in her joining the Air Force to obtain one of
the two slots available in the broadcast school at Fort
Meade, Baltimore. From there, she was sent to Iceland where she met her future husband, an Air Force
guy. Her tours of duty took them to Japan, West Germany, and finally to Ellsworth Air Force Base where
her Master Sgt. husband retired. Scott estimates that,
over 11 years, he and Marie spent about $75,000 visiting their grandson, A J., (and also their daughter and
son-in-law) in foreign lands. Therefore, he and Marie
decided to retire here in Rapid City in 2014, and thus
save lots of money!
But, I suppose you’re wondering how our “Sparkplugger” became a Barbershopper? Interestingly,
Scott brought Marie to Botticelli’s on Valentine’s Day
in 2015. As Black Hills Blend sang sweetheart
songs to them, Pete observed Scott mouthing the
words to all the songs, suggested that he come to
a SOD Chorus practice, and gave him a SOD card.
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At our practices Scott noticed that: “They have a lot
of fun and I really enjoy it! It’s as much fun as playing golf!” In fact, in retirement, he is a member of the
Red Rocks Golf Course and is Vice President of the
Friends of the Library which runs the “Little Book
Store at Quincy Street,” selling books to support the
Rapid City Public Library.
Well, obviously, Scott has had lots of variety in his
life and his comparison of BBShop to golf is QUITE A
COMPLEMENT!

Al

Jerry Orloff (here with wife Kim pinning on his Man
of Note award) was recognized for bringing in 200
members. He also brought in at least 40 more that he
gave away to other men.
No one knows how many residents of Aptos, an unincorporated area of Santa Cruz County in California,
were asked by Jerry, “Do you like to sing?” He asked
people in grocery stores, gyms, doctor’s offices, the
post office and anywhere/everywhere else.
Jerry’s formula for success: “I just ask people I meet
if they like to sing… and take it from there. I love barbershop, so I’m just sharing something I love. It’s
brought such joy and fun into my life, that I’d like others to have the same wonderful experiences.”
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Dear SOD Family,
Your card of sympathy, along with your
thoughts and prayers have been greatly appreciated after the passing of our mother and
mother-in-law. We are proud to consider you
part of our family, and also to part of your
family.
Sincerely,
Barbara & John Elving

The Voice of Rushmore
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Why I Sing

W

as seen in Down Our Way
Jack Martin, Editor

hy do you sing barbershop songs? Why do
we sing any type of songs? Is it for entertainment or relaxation, or just for the enjoyment
of singing? Ludwig Van Beethoven once said
that—“Music should strike fire from the heart of man, and
bring tears from the eyes of woman.”
You know, I have found that to be so true. There is a song
for every occasion. I remember when I was at college, if I
or my friends needed music for a party or just to listen to
something, as a whole, together we had a great collection.
If someone wanted jazz someone had it. If the need was
country or bluegrass music, someone had it. If you were
wanting to listen to the Oldies from the 60s and 70s, someone had it. I believe that you probably get the picture! There
was music for every mood you were in. There was music
for every occasion!
If you were in love, there was music to go with it. The music took that intangible and inexpressible feeling of being in
love and turned it into words that made sense. And even
without words the instruments could express it so clearly.
I could just lie down on the bed, stare at the ceiling and
listen, and I knew: “Love will find a way; Anywhere I go; I’m
home; If you are there beside me.” Well, it didn’t always
find a way. But it did at the right time.

When I was sad I could count on the music to help
cheer me up. Other times it was not so much to cheer
me up, but to share the sadness with me. Sometimes
you need to wallow in your misery a little and have
your own pity party.
Barbershop arrangements do the same thing! They
are just another avenue to sing and listen to many of
the songs we use to listen to, only this time the songs
are in beautiful barbershop harmony.
So if you ever feel sad, if you ever feel lonely, if
you ever feel happy, or if you ever feel ecstatic...
remember... the music is there for you no matter
what your mood. Just let the music play.... This is
why I Sing!

Why Do You Sing?

W
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From the Internet

hen my quartet arrived at “The Asylum,” a
Dead Kennedys CD was playing at about a
zillion decibels. The flat plasma TV screens
suspended from the ceiling were showing
MTV, and the oldest person in sight appeared to be about
25.
It turned out we were delivering a singing Valentine to the
owner and staff of one of LA’s hottest visual effects studios.
We asked for the owner who appeared to be about all of
30 years old. He in turn paged the entire staff of about 20
to come out and see what his friend had sent him for Valentines Day. Well all these kids assembled in the lobby.
I would venture to say there was not one body that was
not pierced or tattooed somewhere. So here we were, four
guys older than everybody’s father, dressed with our red
sequined bow ties, suspenders and arm garters.
I thought to myself, “Let’s just get it over with. These kids
are really going to laugh at us. Let’s make it quick and get
out of Dodge.”
I couldn’t have been more wrong.
They applauded. They yelled. They screamed. They
whistled. They loved us! They were all in a party mood and
we were the icing on the cake. It was one of the best audiences I have ever experienced. They loved our music and
what we were about.
Lessons learned:
1. Sing your heart out every time you perform.
2. Barbershop is not just about singing “the old songs.”
It’s about four part harmony sung in the unique style
called barbershop.
3. And never, never prejudge your audience.

Bruce Schroffel

Santa Monica Oceanaires

April 11
How will you
celebrate?
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From the Desk of the
Editor-in-Cheap
&ohn Elving
Editor-in-Cheap

Open and Closed Doors

R

ecently, as I was viewing an instructional
video from Harmony University, I needed to
go through our roster as an exercise. Unfortunately, what I found is very disturbing. We
are down to either 24 or 25 active member singers in
our chorus. Our numbers keep dwindling, now at an
alarming rate. It is what has been referred to by many
involved in membership as “the death spiral.” Not a
nice term, but it fits many chapters, including ours. We
are an aging chapter. That is the problem. Should we
be satisfied with this situation—the status quo?
What will it take for us to become a chorus of 30, or
40? According to generally accepted standards for a
good mix in choruses, to become‑ a chorus of 30, we
need to recruit, and bring into membership, one new
bass, four new baritones, one new lead, and one (possibly two) tenors. To be a chorus of 40, with good distribution of parts, we would need five more basses, three
more leads, five or six baritones, and either stay with
five tenors or recruit one more, depending on some
personal taste of directors. Notice, nothing here refers
to “warm bodies.” We’re talking about singers.
This year we should, in reality, focus on becoming a
chapter of 30 again. What will that take from all of us
who are now chapter members? It means we all need
to get out of our comfort zone and talk to people we
may not know about singing.
I learned a long time ago from a man who had 200+
men of note by the time he passed away, that finding
men who want to sing wasn’t that hard. He could be
standing in line at the grocery store and hear a man
speak. He would ask if he liked to sing, knowing that
there were only two answers he would hear—yes or
no. If it were no, that was the end of the conversation.
If the answer was yes, then he would continue the conversation, eventually getting around to asking the man
to join him at a chorus rehearsal.
In a survey done by John Miller, two time gold medal
quartet singer, in one of the surveys he did for NBC
television, it was discovered that millions of men across
the United States said they would like to sing Barbershop music. That comes down to well over a thousand
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men within the Black Hills (let’s not limit it to Rapid City
and Hill City) look favorably at our art form and would
consider singing with us.
A few years ago we spent chapter money to bring
in the late Chuck Greene to train us in his “Compellingly Attractive Chapter Meetings” (CACM) methods to
increase chorus participation and membership. We are
presently using none of this.
More recently several of us have gone through some
training by Paul Ellinger in his “Supercharging Your
Chapter” workshops. His methods have proven to work
in gaining members, not only throughout the Society,
but also within our own district. We tried to instill some
of his methods in our chapter with some training done
by Rex Field. The feedback we got from our own members was, “That won’t work,” so naturally, it didn’t.
I would say that whatever it is that we are doing now
isn’t working and we need to try some of these proven
methods. Perhaps we could combine some of them,
as the “new” CACM has done in loosening up some of
the restrictions that Chuck originally said had to be followed and is now incorporating many of Paul Ellinger’s
methods. It could be that we need to put out the finances to bring in Paul Ellinger, as several chapters
within the Rocky Mountain District have done, to work
with us. We could open it up to other chapters as well,
including women’s choruses, community choruses and
church choirs. His methods work with and for every
choral group.
One other thing: We need to quit concentrating on
members that are no longer singing with us. Many
have left for what they feel are good reasons within
their lives. Some left for reasons we may have caused
and may never know about. In those cases we need
to change things within our chapter that caused them
to want to leave. We need to make our rehearsals
and chapter meetings “compelling” to them. We need
to concentrate on making our chapter and chorus so
compelling that men want to be a part of it. When they
come as guests, we need to do what it takes to make
them want to come back again. Then after they become one of us, we need to work to close the back
door so they just can’t leave.
It reminds me of the old saying within many organizations: “We want more people in our group—
we just want them to be just like us!” Let’s
just say, “NOT!”
Sing-cerely and Hum-bly,

&ohn
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The joy of Quarteting
Al Kelts
2017 President

O

ne segment of Midwinter in San Antonio, Texas, consisted of Harmony University courses.
One of the courses, “Taking a Song from Paper
to Stage,” by John Santora seemed to me pertinent
to the SOD Chorus as we proceed toward our spring
show. Mr. Santora’s overall theme was that quartet or
chorus members become performers, not just singers, in order for the audience to experience the impact of a song. His plan of action can be described
as follows:
ANALYZE THE SONG – Creatively look at the song,
prioritize the elements of the song, and agree on the
outcome desired, voting amongst the group if necessary:
• What is the primary message of the song?
• How can you unlock the power of the song—to you
and to the audience.
• How does the group feel about the song?
• How do you want the audience to feel about the
song?
• What has the composer given you?
• What has the arranger given you?
WRITE IT DOWN – Marking up your sheets of music (in pencil!) or writing out a detailed plan makes a
firm commitment to the message of the song, musical
elements, emotions, and even mechanics, such as
breathing, phrasing, and choreography. The performers have to “get it,” i.e., the message and also the
production of a song in order to fully involve the audience in that song.
COMMUNICATE – Become PERFORMERS:
• Get involved with telling “the story.”
• Maintain intensity/energy/focus – An audience’s
empathy comes almost entirely from its identification with the performers’ expectations. Any drop in
energy/intensity during a performance alters the
resonance between the audience and the performers. (But remember, “deer–in-the–headlights” actions are not focus.)
• Maintain concentration:
1. A drop in concentration is easily detected by an
audience, especially in non-singing sequences,
such as breath pauses and applause.
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2. The performance starts the moment you walk
onto the stage and continues until the moment
you exit.
3. The best performers have rehearsed every
move and interpretation, and then work very
hard to appear as if it is occurring for the first
time, thus making the performance seem fresh
and natural.
4. The appearance of “working hard” is usually a
liability – “don’t let ‘em see you sweat!”
• Strive for relaxation: Controlled tension (dramatic
tension, not purely physical tension) between the
performer and the audience will improve a performance. However, the performer should not be so
tense that the performer loses control of his singing or of the breathing/muscular apparatus. Tension is the absolute enemy of acting!
PERFORM THE PLAN:
• Rehearse The Plan:
1. Perform at all times, i.e., don’t just sing.
2. Use audio and video recordings, review, correct, and refine your performance.
3. After starting with learning tracks, use interim
recordings of the group to perfect The Plan.
• Become comfortable with The Plan:
1. Become the song.
2. Convince the audience that you believe the
message by conveying emotions.
Mr. Santora gave several examples of “Paper to
Stage”:
• “You Are My Sunshine” – Jimmie Davis (composer) vs. Ray Charles vs. GQ (our arrangement)
• “South Rampart Street Parade” – Teresa Brewer vs. Westminster Chorus
• “Mary Did You Know” – Kenny Rogers &
Wynonna Judd vs. Gas House Gang
• “Bright Was the Night” – Westminster Chorus vs. Gas House Gang
• “Brother, Can You Spare Dime?” – Rudy Vallee
vs. The Nighthawks vs. Masters of Harmony vs. Toronto Northern Lights.

Al

“Perform TO the audience,
not for the audience.”

~Marilyn Maye

The Voice of Rushmore
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by Doreen Fryling www.doreenfryling.com
as seen in The Voice, Lee Kingdon, Editor

1. Start with the text. Make sure you know what
you are singing. Think about the text. Do you
know who wrote the lyrics and why? Can you put
the piece into historical context?
2. Listen to the learning tracks. Follow along with
your score. Listen while paying attention to all of
the parts. Listen while paying attention to just your
part.
3. Analyze your music. How is the piece organized? Does it have sections? Are there repeated
parts? Does your part occur in another voice part?
Are there key changes or meter changes? Is there
a repeat sign/first and second ending/coda? How
would you describe the organization of this piece
to someone who has never heard it?
4. Find your starting pitches. For every entrance
you have, figure out how you are going to find the
starting pitch. Maybe another voice part just sang
the note. Do you know what note of the chord it is
(e.g. I’m singing the root of this chord)? There is
nothing worse than “sheep singing” (blindly following what the person next to you is singing). Take
responsibility for being able to enter on your own.
5. Identify problem areas. Don’t just sing through
the parts you already know. You’ll be wasting your
practice time. Analyze why you’re having a problem with that spot, figure out ways to solve the
problem area.
6. Solve the problem area. Break it down to something you CAN do. Then add something to it. Practice with repetition, but only if you’re sure you’re
doing it right! Start with just the notes, slowly (dare
I say on solfege syllables?). Then add the rhythm
to the notes. Next, add in the lyrics. Make sure
you slow down the tempo each time you add another layer.
7. Work backwards to forwards. How many times
have you felt great about the beginning of a piece,
but completely unsure of the ending? During your
own practice time, work on the ending section
and progressively add sections, each time going
through to the end. If you think of your piece as
“ABCDE,” practice E, then DE, then CDE, then
BCDE, and ABCDE.
8. Audiate your part. Sing your part through in your
head. Do this while you are walking somewhere. Do
this in your car while you’re waiting for some one. Do
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this before you go to sleep. (Friendly reminder: Audiating is virtually impossible if there is other music playing. Carve out some quiet time in your life.)

9. Review the recordings provided each week.
Listen to the rehearsal recordings with your music
in front of you. Use your pencil as you listen to the
director’s comments and instructions. Transfer his
comments to your music. (Notice too, the amount
of singing time taken up with talking all the way
around.)
10. Just practice. Do yourself a favor and make it
part of your daily routine. Maybe only 20 minutes,
but every day. Or, set aside a specific, longer time
several times a week. But take charge These 10 suggestions will allow you to contribute to
the chorus in a more meaningful way. And your own
vocal technique will improve, because you won’t always be worrying about how the notes and words go.
You will be free to contribute and do your part.

So save your “tuit” for another day and get started using the suggestions in this article to start
learning the songs for the Spring show!

The Voice of Rushmore
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Board Scribblings

David L'Esperance
Chapter Secretary
CALL TO ORDER:

The regular monthly meeting for March 2017 of the
Board of Directors of the Mt. Rushmore Chapter
of the Barbershop Harmony Society was called to
order by President Al Kelts at 7:06 p.m. on March 7,
2017 in Conference Room B of the Rapid City Public Library. The secretary certified the presence of a
quorum, with show chair Pete Stach on hand. The
proposed agenda was approved with modifications.
MINUTES:
The minutes of the February 2017 were approved
as presented.
PRESIDENT’S REPORT:
President Kelts thought the farewell services for
John Sundby were both sad and beautiful, and he
was very proud of the way the chorus sang. John’s
presence in the Bass section will be deeply missed.
TREASURER’S REPORT:
Treasurer Ron Evenson announced the Singing
Valentines may have made a small profit over the two
days. The chapter remains in good financial order.
The treasurer’s report was accepted.
VP and COMMITTEE REPORTS:
Chapter Development/Membership VP Dan Horsley noted some of his contacts have reported they
are intimidated when they come to chapter to check
us out. Wayne Anderson shares that sentiment, and
believes we need to develop a more “visitor-friendly”
atmosphere.
Marketing and Public Relations VP Jessica Kading was mostly pleased with how Singing Valentines
media focus went. She strongly feels we need to make
more use of such social media outlets as Facebook to
keep the public aware of what we are planning. Those
efforts had a strong showing during SV promotion.
She hadn’t yet seen any of the feedback collected
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as SV orders were taken. She also noted Homeslice
Media Group may want to make use of some of our
talents in jingle and ad production. Member–at-large
Bill Grant wondered if the expense of the banners
above Main and St. Joe are worth the investment.
EMBRACE: A Mother’s Day Celebration Chair
Pete Stach said the pieces and parts are falling nicely into place for the May 13 performances. Middle
School and High School performers are not available
for the show, but a group from Stevens High may be
available for one or two numbers (Ave Maria?). Committees appear to be working diligently. There is no
plan for a patriotic section, and locking in a professional sound technician is a work in progress. Considerable discussions took place on several issues,
including a script creation. Pete has asked Del Beck,
John Elving and David L’Esperance to take personal
stories from the members about the selected songs
and weave those into a narration. The BMI performance license from the Rocky Mountain District has
been applied for.
Plans are moving smoothly for Harmony Happening in the Hills. Music and learning CDs have been
purchased and are on the chapter website. We may
have more than 100 singers on the risers at Mt. Rushmore.
Valentine Chair Steve Ferley felt the event was
very successful, with more than 70 deliveries over the
two days. Some more lessons were learned to make
2018 even better. Some of the revenue numbers are
not yet in, so it’s not known whether we broke even
or not.
NEW BUSINESS:
The Barbershop Harmony Society has issued a
requirement for each chapter to complete the New
Standardized Chapter By-Laws and send to the Society for file. The board voted to establish a term of
one year for its members. The secretary will fill in the
other “blanks”, attach the listing of our board as currently constituted and forward to the Society.
NEXT MEETING//ADJOURNMENT:
The next meeting is scheduled for April 4, 2017,
convening at 7 p.m. in the Hoyt Conference Room of
the library. With no further business for the good of
the chapter, President Kelts declared adjournment at
8:46 p.m.
Respectfully submitted
In Perfect Harmony,

David L’Esperance, Secretary
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2017 Chapter Leadership Team
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Al Kelts
President

Steve Ferley
Immediate
Past President

David L’Esperance
Secretary

Ron Evenson
Treasurer

Jim Price
VP Music
& Performance

Dan Horsley
VP Memebership

Jessica Kading
Member-at-Large
Marketing & Public
Relations

Rod Pfeifle
Member-at-Large

Lynn DesLauriers
Member-at-Large

Wayne Anderson
Member-at-Large

Bill Grant
Member-at-Large

Clayton Southwick
Chorus Director

Jim Olson
Chorus Manager

Pete Stach
Show Chair

John Elving
Editor-in-Cheap

Rocky Mountain Harmony College

Have you signed up to attend Rocky Mountain Harmony College the third weekend of this month? It’s always
great to get together to sing and learn in Estes Park. This year is no different. A great crew of instructors will be
on hand to make the weekend great. Check out the RMD Website (www.rmdsing.org) to see all the things you
can do that weekend.
Also, that weekend you can sign up for Harmony Platoon. That is a great chance to test your chops in a quartet with others who are not in competing quartets. Learn four songs, and take part in what is very much like our
Somewhat Serious Quartet Contest which we hold in conjunction with Harmony Happening in the Hills. It’s lighthearted and just a lot of fun.
You can even sing in the AHSOW room to see how well you can woodshed—singing your part by ear, with no
music other than the melody to look at. What Fun!
Sign up today! It’s not too late! I’ll see you there!
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You have been singing it, now you can see it. Remember, tags are meant to be learned by ear rather than by
seeing the spots. That is why you haven’t had the music before now.
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Rehearsal Nuggets

ver the past several weeks and months, we
have been given several nuggets of wealth
that will help us all become better singers,
and so, too, a better chorus. Here are some reminders as to what they are so we can hopefully remember them and put them into practice. Only by doing
that will they become so much of a habit we don’t
need to think about them.
• Sing smooth as glass, using all word sounds and
connecting them. (No Pac-Man singing.)
• Continue singing in Singlish—word sounds, not
actual words, no matter that it is written out in
words.
• Sing different styles of songs as different. i.e. lullaby, love song, folk song, cowboy song, etc. They
don’t all have the same vocal quality.
• Use head tone/falsetto in the higher registers.
Don’t force the notes you think you can sing.
• There are no heros in good choral singing. The
unit sound is of most importance. (Remember,
there is no “I” in “chorus.”)
• Words and rhythm are of prime importance.
• Phrases and words don’t die out. They require
energy to go into the next phrase, word or sentence—every word, every phrase and every sentence.
• Until you know your part so well that you can sing
it without any other parts being sung, you don’t
know it.
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• You need to become so familiar with every song
that you don’t even have to think about the words,
notes, moves, story—whatever. It actually becomes so much a part of you that everything is
done without thinking about it. Then you will be
communicating WITH the audience, not to them.
• The closer you are to another singer, monitoring
the sound of your own voice becomes more difficult causing you to sing louder to hear your own
voice.
• Unified sound isn’t possible if we aren’t all singing
the same vowel sound.
• Proper body alignment—long back of the neck,
short front of the neck, ears over the shoulders,
etc.—is necessary for a unified sound.

